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“The Ultimate Red Sea Dive Experience”

The” Ultimate Red Sea Experience” combines the 'best of the best' of the most famous wrecks in the northern Red
Sea along and some stunning reef diving, as well as the spectacular Brothers Islands – all from the comfort and
convenience of a luxurious live aboard boat

Wrecks of Abu Nuhas

Leaving from Dahab, we aim to dive all the wrecks in the area including the most famous wreck in the Red Sea - the
Thistlegorm, which lies at Shab Ali. She was sunk in 1941 after being bombed by the German Luftwaffe while on a
mission to deliver a cargo of ammunition and other war materials to the British troops in North Africa.
The Carnatic, the tile wreck, the lentil wreck and Giannis D at Abu Nuhas are next on the list
These wrecks are spectacular and make fantastic material for the underwater photographer being smothered in
corals, especially the Carnatic, which sank in 1869. The famous SS Thistlegorm and the Rosalie Moller are World War
II wrecks and one of the highlights of this cruise.
In between wreck dives you will also visit the reefs of the Straits of Gubal, Gulf of Suez and Ras Mohamed National
Park. A variety of deep walls and hard coral gardens with an abundance of reef fish make them well worth a visit.
All wrecks are subject to divers' experience and weather conditions.

Thistlegorm

A short ride across the Straits of Gubal and you visit the most famous wreck of the Red Sea, the SS Thistlegorm! An
awe-inspiring World War II British vessel with a cargo full of armaments, Bedford trucks and BSA motorbikes, which
were all destined for the British troops in North Africa. She was sunk by the German Luftwaffe and now lies in 30
meters of water. Depending on divers' experience, along with weather and current conditions, we try to offer a night
dive here. Nearby is the Ras Mohamed National Park, offering a morning dive at the renowned 'Shark and Yolanda'
reefs. Ras Mohamed National Park is the furthest Sinai destination before heading south towards the Brothers.
Rated “Best Wreck Dive in the World”

Ras Mohammed

Ras Mohamed is the most spectacular diving area near Sharm El Sheikh, with Shark Reef and Yolanda Reef the
prized scuba spots of Ras Mohammed. Rated as one of the Top Ten Dives in the World. These reefs offer an
opportunity to spy every single species of fish of the Red Sea. The sites are best dived as a drift starting from Shark
Reef and continuing to Yolanda Reef. These are 2 twin mountain-like peaks rising up from a sandy sea bed that is
spread out deep below the surface. The site's eastern side is a sheer, vertical wall, illuminated by swarms of orange
and purple anthias, and black and white pullers dancing about the purple and orange soft coral trees. Keep an eye
out in the blue when cruising past Shark Reef for the grey reef sharks which give this reef its name.
A menagerie of pelagics can be seen here, including hammerheads and gigantic tuna. An ever present school of
barracuda and snappers are residents of Ras Mohammed and it's a great place for scuba divers to see Napoleon
wrasse.

The other side, facing the west, is much shallower and constitutes part of the plateau that surrounds Yolanda Reef.
There are literally thousands of jackfish, batfish and all kinds of sting rays, giant moray eels and lyretail hogfish on
the densely coralled saddle. Watch out for scorpionfish, rarely seen on the other dive sites but regularly spotted
here.
Finish your dive above the wreckage of the 'Yolanda', a wreck that made this reef its final resting place in the 70's. Its
cargo of British standard toilets, bath tubs and pipe tubes remain on and forever as part of the shallow reef. If the
current is strong when you enter the water you might find yourself here quite quickly, and you can enjoy the
humorous sight of so many toilets on the sea floor.
Reef fish typical of Ras Mohammed and the Sinai Peninsula are also present in considerable numbers.

Brothers Islands

The Brother Islands are the pinnacles of two undersea mountains rising from the depths of the abyss and are located
about 60 miles offshore from El Quseir. Part of the Marine Park Islands National Park, these islands offer stunning
wall diving, with the walls being covered in soft corals and forests of gorgonians, creating a kaleidoscope of everchanging colours. They attract a diverse array of marine species and large pelagic. Big tuna, barracudas, jacks and
snappers cruise in the blue, accompanied by occasional hammerheads, silky and oceanic white tip sharks and
mantas. Even the rare thresher shark can sometimes be found there. Sightings of the grey reef shark are almost
guaranteed on the North and South Plateau of Small Brother.
For the wreck diver, the Aida II, an Egyptian supply vessel, and the Numidia, a cargo ship, lie on the walls of the Big
Brother. Both are covered in a rich growth of soft and hard corals. Marine life includes a family of Napoleon wrasse
and grey reef sharks.
Little Brother Island is shaped like a rain drop, falling from the north west to south east. Deep walls surround the
island on all sides except the northern point, where the reef slopes very slowly away from the island before dropping
to a deep plateau at 40m. This plateau is one of the best places in the Red Sea for diving with sharks.
Big Brother Island lies about 1 km to the north of its smaller sibling. Characterised by an impressive healthy fish
population, it is dominated by tiny anthias, glassfish and sweepers. All are resident on or around a fringing reef that
plunges steeply away on all sides. The walls are densely covered by huge gorgonians and colourful soft corals.

Dive Certification
Please ensure you have at least an Advanced course, or 50 dives, as required
By Egyptian Law. And remember to take your Dive Card and Log Book

